


THE COMPANY

Headquarted in Italy, where the flagship store is based, with a long experience in the sophisticated 
world of Art, interior decoration and luxury floor-covering, DATINA GROUP provides its expertise to
international customers sharing this passion for exclusive rugs and looking for something unique, 
by introducing DATINA STUDIO.

THE RUG COLLECTIONS & CONTRACT

Thanks to a world-wide experience combined with the Italian flair, DATINA STUDIO presents its  
collections both for residential and contract projects.
These contemporary exquisite rugs are hand-made by skilled artisans using century-old techniques, 
with the finest natural materials. Hand-knotted or hand-tufted, they are such brilliantly designed to be
really artworks. As well as design, materials and respect for tradition in craftsmanship, we consider 
customization as one of the main service: for this reason our rugs and carpets can be customized in 
size, colours, yarns and techniques to match anyone’s unique vision.

TAILOR-MADE BOUTIQUE

Tailor-Made Boutique is designed to meet anyone’s need: if it is necessary to customize a rug from 
our collections, to size and colours, or if you looking for something original, or just need advices to 
choose the suitable rug for your space, you can call on our skilled team who will help you to make 
your mind come true.

Bespoke Rugs
Even if we propose a wide varity of designs, sizes, colour palette and yarns - that can be customized- 
in our collections, sometimes it is required something enterily new, so we can produce rugs 
completely tailored to your project, developing your design or idea.

Custom Service & Consulting

We support you during all the production-progress of your rug: from determing what is exactly 
required, developing your idea and choosing the right combination of size, yarn, colours and 
technique, till the creation of drawings and photorealistic renderings that will help you to get an ever 
clearer idea of what your rug will look like.
Our team is at your disposal on everything untill your rug is made. 



THE RUG COLLECTIONS

Datina Studio offers a really broad collection of 
luxury hand-made rugs.

Our portfolio, which is proposed into several 
collections of patterns, is made of a wide range 
of designs, colour palette and yarns such as 
wild silk, dull silk, pure silk, Himalayan and 
hand-spoon wool, bamboosilk, hemp, linen and 
viscose, and includes a variety of textures
and hand-made techniques.

So you can easily find something suitable 
among our proposals and, at once can 
customize it to achieve the perfect combination 
for your space, adjusting the size, the colours, 
the materials employed, the hand-knotting 
quality- when the complexity of the design
allows it.



Contract collection, designed in Italy and hand-made in several 
countries using century-old expertise in craftsmanship, is 
dedicated to residential, hotel and marine industry contractors.

It offers a wide range of patterns, colour palette, textures and 
weaving techniques, both for rugs and wall-to-wall carpets, so 
you can customize designs from our portfolio or ask for 
something unique.

Moreover we intend to provide a 100% bespoke service, 
supporting you every step of the way: from the advice in choosing 
the right product- which can be hand-knotted, hand-tufted, or 
hand-loom, and made of pure silk, hand-spoon wool, linen, hemp, 
bamboosilk or viscose, into really thousand shades of colours- 
untill the creation of technical drawings, photorealistic renderings, 
presentation of samples, production and installation of the rugs 
and carpets.

CONTRACT COLLECTION
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